
HYBRID HEATING SYSTEMS



SAVUMAX HEATING SOLUTIONS
Savumax produces heating systems for saving money, energy and nature of residential 
buildings.

Savumax heating systems have been delivered so far to more than 500 residential 
buildings in Finland. The systems have proved to be very reliable and effective solutions in 
the heating of homes.



iivisuus
• Korkea laatu

Savumax has launched 4 new heat product concepts in 2014:

- Savumax Fire
- Savumax Ground
- Savumax Solar
- Savumax Air-Water

The essence of Savumax Fire is the flue gas heat recovery system. For an additional heat source, an 
ingenious ground heat solution has been integrated in Savumax Ground heat. In Savumax Solar concept, the 
additional heat is generated by solar heat collectors. In Savumax Air-Water concept, the heat recovery flue is 
integrated with air to water heat pump system.

By means of Savumax heating systems, it is possible to obtain maximal savings in heating energy costs. The 
superior cost-efficiency of the system is based on the fireplace and chimney of the house, functioning as the 
main heat source; and these are installed into almost every building, regardless of the heating system. The 
recovery of the heat contained by the flue gas improves the efficiency of the fireplace essentially. Heat can be 
recovered from the fireplace, sauna oven or for instance wood stove. The heat can be used for the heating of 
both the dwelling rooms and the service water. By means of the heat recovery, the additional benefit is 
achieved by itself, in addition to the normal heating with a fireplace.



Heating Products
Savumax heating products utilize energy from various sources:
such as ground, solar, air and fireplace heat energy sources.

Based on these primary heat energy sources, 4 new heating concepts were named and 
successfully launched in Finnish market in 2014.



Savumax Hybrid Heating – ecological solution

The essence of Savumax Fire is the patented heat recovery chimney which utilizes all the 
heat! Savumax Fire is an economical and easy solution – the system uses components 
that will be installed to a building in any case, such as a fireplace and a chimney.  

In Savumax Ground Heat concept, we have introduced an entirely new and ingenious 
solution to the market, where we combine ground heat with the decade-long experience of 
heat recovery. Compared with traditional and heavy ground heating solutions, Savumax 
Ground heat will be more economical as early as in the investment stage. Savumax 
ground heat source pump provides economical energy when the fireplace is not being 
used. There will be more and more savings every time you heat your sauna stove or 
fireplace. 

Savumax Solar reaches the zenith of minimizing electricity consumption by combining 
heat recovery chimney with solar heat collectors. These collectors are made in Finland and 
they are the most effective ones on the market, which makes it possible to achieve the 
greatest effect per a square meter. With regard to price-quality ratio, the collector used in 
Savumax Solar is the best collector package available on the market. The collector has a 
long service life and a 10 years’ warranty.



Savumax Hybrid Heating – ecological system

The COP of ground source heat pump 3, Savumax hybrid heating taking into account finnish wood
burning average of 6,9 m3/a. The house according to the finnish construction code (consumption

according to energy declaration 15.000 kWh/year). Amount of purchased electricity.

An example of electricity and renewable free energy consumption when using
Electrical heating, ground source heat pump and Savumax. Fireplace is regularly
used in all three examples.
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Savumax Heat Recovery Chimney utilizes flue gas energy

1) Savumax heat recovery chimney

2) Fireplace with or without water  

3) Hybrid storage tank

4) Solar thermal collectors



Savumax Ground Source – ecological solution



Savumax Ventilation
with Heat Recovery
It is possible to reduce the need for 
heating energy in your house by 25% by 
installing Savumax ventilation system. 

Savumax Ventilation is the most cost-
efficient ventilation system available on 
the market, with regard to its efficiency.

Savumax collects the heat surrounding 
the building ingeniously by means of a 
ground circuit without letting the heat 
escape, even though the indoor air is 
changed. Thanks to its patented 
honeycomb construction, the efficiency of 
the Savumax IV machine exceeds 90%.
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FREE COOLING
The cooling unit of the Savumax ventilation system allows the cooling of indoor premises 
free, making use of the existing ventilation ducts within the building. This way the cool air 
is distributed evenly to all the rooms.



Research and development



Product Development – new ways to heat with less money

EXPERT OF RENEWABLE ENERGY 

With 4 new heating product concepts, Savumax is a drastically 
growing Finnish company. The development span that had its origins 
in building and property maintenance, has led to the present position 
as one of the most innovative suppliers of energy efficient and 
environment friendly heating systems in Finland.

GOOD³ – YOU’LL SAVE ENERGY, MONEY, ENVIRONMENT 

We believe that every one of us can influence besides his or her own 
economy also our common environment by saving energy, by the 
heating method selections. It does not have to be even difficult. 
Savumax product range comprises independent, hybrid heating 
methods that can be combined; we help the customer to choose the 
whole that suits best their own heating and ventilation needs.

CONTINUOUSLY INNOVATIVE APPROACH AND HIGH QUALITY 

Our own product development and a global network of cooperation 
partners enable us to offer our customers methods of heating and 
recovering heat more effectively and at lower costs.



Cooperation



Samalla tehokkuudella jolla tuotteemme säästävät
asiakkaidemme rahaa, haluamme sitoutua

With the same efficiency that our products save our customers money, 
we commit ourselves to adding value to our partners. 

Our key strategy is to have effective and reliable partners. We are 
building our operations with direct contacts with the most efficient  
internationally operating manufacturers. 

Ground heat source pumps, hybrid boilers, solar heat collectors as well 
many other components are manufactured and sold to us as OEM 
product. When choosing our partners and suppliers, key factors are 
prices, qualities and reliability.   

Savumax’s heat recovery chimney as well as all other chimney
products are manufactured in one of the most modern and efficient
chimney factories in the world.

We are proud to be partner with such companies.

Savumax is building its future now, are you ready to 
be our Partner?



Looking forward to build long-term
and successful cooperation with you


